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Identification of the objective function for optimization of a seasonal thermal energy storage system
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Abstract The article shows the proposed solution of the objective function for the seasonal thermal energy storage system. In order to develop
this function the technological and economic assumptions were used. In order to select the optimal system conﬁguration mathematical models of the
main elements of the system were built. Using these models, and based on
the selected design point, the simulation of the entire system for randomly
generated outside temperatures was made. The proposed methodology and
obtained relationships can be readily used for control purposes, constituting
model predicted control (MPC).
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1

Introduction

Rising fuel prices, CO2 emission penalties [1] and increasing electricity consumption are driving research into more efficient electricity and heat generation sources [2]. Energy used for space and domestic water heating constitutes 1/3 of the total energy used in industrialized countries like Poland.
Fossil fuel consumption and emissions may be reduced by using solar-based
technologies. For electricity generation, solar energy may be used directly
(photovoltaic panels) or indirectly utilizing biofuels [3–5] applying, for example, fuel cell technology which additionally features high efficiency due to
1
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the direct transformation of chemical energy into electricity [6–21]. However, the largest market for solar energy is now connected with the absorption of solar radiation to heat up media that are flowing through solar
collectors.
The heating of water by solar collectors is currently a competitive solution compared to other technologies, but it is limited by solar radiation
intensity, which is low in winter when heat is mainly needed. Heat storage
for heating purposes appears justified for systems in which the solar energy share exceeds 20%. To minimize heating costs and develop an efficient
structure for the generation-storage system, both the design point and the
off-design conditions should be optimized. This paper seeks to determine
the objective function for this optimization.

2

Identification of the objective function for
optimization of a seasonal thermal energy
storage system

2.1

Objective function coefficients

Selected coefficients to be used in the determined objective function are
presented in Tab. 1. They may vary depending on the season, location
(country) and local conditions. The cost of natural gas supplied to the
central heating boiler was calculated assuming the efficiency level of 80%
and a fuel tariff according to [22]: w-5 (gas) and E-1A (transmission) from
PGNiG S.A. (in total 0.33 EUR0/Nm3 ) for LCV of 35 MJ/Nm3 .
Table 1: Parameters for the objective function of the optimization process.
Parameter

Value*

Remark

kNG , EUR/GJ

12

cost of the natural gas fed to the heating boiler

kP ower , EUR/GJ

44

cost of electricity supplied to the heat pump

kSubcooling , EUR/GJ

kOverload , EUR/GJ

kNG

cost of heat supply to the heat storage by a gas
boiler/coal boiler/municipal heating grid/and heat
pump

6.0

cost of heat losses, storage fully charged when the balance of heat generation from the solar collectors and
the demand is positive

*for exchange rate EUR/PLN=4.2
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The cost of electricity for the heat pump was taken from [23] — one–zone
tariff C11 of RWE Poland S.A. (0.16 EUR0/kWh). The cost of heat losses
when the store is fully charged and hence increased heat production compared to consumer heat demand was calculated for flat KS2000 TP AC solar
collectors by Hewalex [24]. The net price of this device is EUR 151.04 per
m2 of working surface. The operational life of solar collectors was assumed
to vary between 15 and 25 years [25]. The cost of heat losses was calculated
on the conservative assumption that the collectors would be in operation
for 15 years. All the above costs and the other parameters and results mentioned in this article assume a EUR/PLN exchange rate of EUR 1 equals
PLN 4.20.

2.2

Heat demand

The consumer heat demand profile was correlated with the mean outside
temperature by a directly proportional relationship
Q = k (21 − Toutside ) ,
where k – proportionality constant, T – temperature outside. The proportionality constant was tailored to the mean yearly heat demand equal to
the energy needed for heating a surface area of 110 kWh/m2 [26].

Figure 1: Outside temperature variations and heat demand.
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Heat generation in solar collectors

The technical specification of a flat solar collector, KS2000 TP AC made
by Hewalex, was used for calculations. The efficiency of the solar collector
is determined according to the following relationship [24]:

η = η0 −

A1 ∆T
A2 ∆T 2
−
Eg
Eg

(1)

where: η0 – optical efficiency; ∆T – temperature difference between the absorber and the surroundings; Eg – solar irradiance; A1 , A2 – the coefficients
of heat losses.
This model was selected due to its low price compared to the evacuated
tube model. The absorber was made from the aluminum sheet of increased
thickness compared to the copper plates that are typically used, hence similar features were obtained at a lower price.
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Figure 2: Average sunshine duration for Warsaw in the period 2004–2013.

Using the statististics on hours of sunshine for Warsaw (1.600 h/a) and
collector efficiency, total heat generation of 1.7 GJ/m2 and its profile were
obtained.
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Selection of the storage size and collector area

Using the determined objective function, K, the requisite dimensions of
the units for developing the optimal structure while maintaining design
conditions were specified. For reference, the heated area was assumed to be
100 m2 .
Table 2: Design parameters during optimization.
Parameter

Value

Heated area,

m2

100

Solar collector area, m2

19

Storage volume, m3

88

Value of the objective function in the design point, EUR/a

15

The optimization shows the optimum area of solar collectors, storage volume
and load distribution in the units (see Tab. 2).
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Figure 3: Temperature variations in the accumulator for the design conditions.

In Fig. 3 the forecast storage temperature variations for the design point
and the respective outside temperature profile are presented. Figure 4 shows
the heat generated by respective system units in order to fulfill the energy
demand for the design conditions. Negative values signify heat supplied for
storage.
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Figure 4: Heat generated by each units for the design point.

The objective function is K = 15 EUR/a (for 100 m2 ) for the design
conditions. Every component, divided into months, is presented in Fig. 5.
The largest cost is the electricity used by the heat pump when the storage
water temperature is too low for the heating network (which was assumed
to be 60 ◦ C).
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Figure 5: Components of the goal function for the design conditions, K = 15 EUR/a.
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Optimal system management in off-design operation
conditions

Heat storage operations may differ in reality from the design conditions (hot
winter/cold summer, etc.), hence it is necessary to systematically adjust
the parameters. For this reason, demand prediction was used to carry out
the storage operation optimization for a given time horizon (e.g. a 12 month
period). The following limitations apply:
• maximum temperature of water in storage: 80 o C
• minimum allowable temperature of water in storage: 40 o C.
Following optimization of the heat load on storage for the period of 12 months,
subsequently the store is managed according to the upgraded strategy for
the next month and then the system is reoptimized.
The principle parameters that influence the system operation variations
is the ambient temperature, as it affects both the consumer heat demand
profile and the heat losses from the accumulator to the surroundings. Figure 6 shows the average monthly temperatures during 10 years for Warsaw
and it shows significant variations in average winter temperatures. The system optimization result is also affected by utility prices (mainly natural gas
and electricity).
Table 3: Optimal objective function values for the analyzed cases and the function
components.
Warm
year
48

Fuel cost, EUR/a

2

84

0

24

Cost of unused collector generated heat,
EUR/a

0

0

36

0

13

10

12

12

0

0

0

-2

Objective function value, EUR/a

Electricity cost, EUR/a
Cost of heat stored year by year,
∆KHeatStorage, EUR/a

Design
conditions
15

Cold
year

Simulation
34

Component

97

Simulation results of the system operation for two different weather
scenarios (see Fig. 6) are presented in Tab. 3 and in Fig. 7. During a cold
year, most of the costs are generated by the natural gas boiler, which mainly
heats up the storage water to the same level as at the beginning of the year.
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On the other hand, during a warm year, the main cost is generated by the
unused heat from the solar collectors. The difference in stored heat after
12 months is nonzero only for the simulation, as it is a nonoptimized value
as in the design variants and is the operational outcome of each month.
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Figure 6: Average temperatures for Warsaw in the period 2004–2013.
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Figure 7: Simulated values of each objective function component for every month,K =
113 EUR/a.
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Figure 8 presents heat generation values for each unit that were obtained
during simulation. It should be noted that negative values for the natural
gas boiler correspond to the heat that was not extracted from the solar
collectors.
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Figure 8: Simulated values of heat produced by each unit of the system, negative values
for the natural gas boiler signify heat not extracted from the solar collectors.

3

Analysis of the obtained results

Based on the developed system model, a simulation was performed of its
operations during a 12 month period. The ambient temperature was randomly taken from the range given in Fig. 6. Optimization was conducted
after each month for a time horizon equal to the next 12 months. For the
analyzed cases, a 1-month-long time step and optimization horizon equal to
12 months were used. In reality, shorter time steps could be applied (week,
day, hour) giving even better results.
The simulated water temperatures of the heat storage were presented
in Fig. 9. It is conspicuous that the simulation is significantly correlated
with the design point and fits in between two extreme variants (warm and
cold years). In Fig. 10 the change of predicted objective function after
each month is presented. The first month concerns initiation from design
conditions and it is visible that the storage was not at the optimal point
(the predicted objective function at the level of 100 EUR/a). Nevertheless,
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Figure 9: Storage temperature variations for the analyzed cases.

Figure 10: Values of the objective function for the analyzed cases.

optimization led to a very fast improvement in the parameter – at the
following point close to the design-point value. In the following 11 months
the predicted objective function varied only minimally, giving at the end
the results that were lower than expected.
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Summary

The paper presents a concept of the objective function for the optimization
of seasonal thermal energy storage operation. Based on the literature data
the optimization horizon and possible errors (weather and demand) occuring
during prediction were determined.
The proposed objective function is based on technological and economic
assumptions. Tts main coefficients were determined for Polish conditions.
Models (mostly linear) of primary system elements were developed such as:
• heat consumers,
• heat storage,
• solar collectors,
• heat pump.
They were used to optimize the principle design parameters of the system:
• solar collector area: 19/100 m2
• storage volume: 88 m2 /100 m2
The ratio of storage volume to solar collector area that was obtained is
4 m3 /m2 , which is twice the ratio used in real applications. This may
indicate that installations are currently constructed according to different
criteria than proposed here (where the construction cost for the store is not
taken into consideration). At the obtained design point the annual cost of
heating the area of 100 m2 is EUR 15.
Based on the developed models and the selected design point of the system, the simulation of the system in operation was performed for randomly
generated average temperatures every month. During the calculations, the
operation of the store was optimized in the time-horizon of the following
12 months. In the simulated conditions, the cost of heating the same area
was twice that of the design point. The main cost components are the costs
of the fuel and of the electricity that has to be supplied to the heat pump;
there are practically no losses due to nonextracted heat from the solar collectors.
The proposed approach and relationships developed may be readily utilized for controlling this kind of system using model predicting control
(MPC). It should be noted that the selected time step (1 month) made
it impossible to investigate storage operation in a week/day mode, which
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could take place as spring turns into summer. This will be a topic of further
research.
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